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                                    "The Vietnam War as an Early Warning""The Vietnam War as an Early Warning""The Vietnam War as an Early Warning""The Vietnam War as an Early Warning"

Distinguished guests, Fellow Veterans, Friends,Distinguished guests, Fellow Veterans, Friends,Distinguished guests, Fellow Veterans, Friends,Distinguished guests, Fellow Veterans, Friends,

Let me start by thanking our hosts for their consideration inLet me start by thanking our hosts for their consideration inLet me start by thanking our hosts for their consideration inLet me start by thanking our hosts for their consideration in

inviting me. Like many here, I've lived with the Vietnam inviting me. Like many here, I've lived with the Vietnam inviting me. Like many here, I've lived with the Vietnam inviting me. Like many here, I've lived with the Vietnam 

experience for many decades. experience for many decades. experience for many decades. experience for many decades. 

So it's a pleasure to share some thoughts with you.So it's a pleasure to share some thoughts with you.So it's a pleasure to share some thoughts with you.So it's a pleasure to share some thoughts with you.

In what I am about to say I may use up some credit with you, In what I am about to say I may use up some credit with you, In what I am about to say I may use up some credit with you, In what I am about to say I may use up some credit with you, 

so please let me build up my account first.so please let me build up my account first.so please let me build up my account first.so please let me build up my account first.

In September of 1965 I was the youngest second lieutenant inIn September of 1965 I was the youngest second lieutenant inIn September of 1965 I was the youngest second lieutenant inIn September of 1965 I was the youngest second lieutenant in

Vietnam, through a humorous sequence of events resulting in myVietnam, through a humorous sequence of events resulting in myVietnam, through a humorous sequence of events resulting in myVietnam, through a humorous sequence of events resulting in my

case in an exception to then-existing policy barring those withcase in an exception to then-existing policy barring those withcase in an exception to then-existing policy barring those withcase in an exception to then-existing policy barring those with

less than six months of active duty from service in a combat less than six months of active duty from service in a combat less than six months of active duty from service in a combat less than six months of active duty from service in a combat 

zone. And no doubt I was among the most ignorant because I hadzone. And no doubt I was among the most ignorant because I hadzone. And no doubt I was among the most ignorant because I hadzone. And no doubt I was among the most ignorant because I had

never been outside the United States except for a few days on anever been outside the United States except for a few days on anever been outside the United States except for a few days on anever been outside the United States except for a few days on a

family vacation.   family vacation.   family vacation.   family vacation.   

So intrigued was I by what I encountered that at the end of my So intrigued was I by what I encountered that at the end of my So intrigued was I by what I encountered that at the end of my So intrigued was I by what I encountered that at the end of my 

first year of service, I asked to stay for a second tour, first year of service, I asked to stay for a second tour, first year of service, I asked to stay for a second tour, first year of service, I asked to stay for a second tour, 

transferring to an infantry position from my combat support transferring to an infantry position from my combat support transferring to an infantry position from my combat support transferring to an infantry position from my combat support 

branch, so I could join a rural advisory team.branch, so I could join a rural advisory team.branch, so I could join a rural advisory team.branch, so I could join a rural advisory team.

Before long it was clear to me that things were not going Before long it was clear to me that things were not going Before long it was clear to me that things were not going Before long it was clear to me that things were not going 

according to plan, and no one who ought to have known why this according to plan, and no one who ought to have known why this according to plan, and no one who ought to have known why this according to plan, and no one who ought to have known why this 

was so in the embassy or in any other official agency could was so in the embassy or in any other official agency could was so in the embassy or in any other official agency could was so in the embassy or in any other official agency could 

credibly explain why this was socredibly explain why this was socredibly explain why this was socredibly explain why this was so

So after my release from active duty I returned on my own to So after my release from active duty I returned on my own to So after my release from active duty I returned on my own to So after my release from active duty I returned on my own to 

sort it out for myself.sort it out for myself.sort it out for myself.sort it out for myself.



[IMAGE 1][IMAGE 1][IMAGE 1][IMAGE 1]

The result was  a book The result was  a book The result was  a book The result was  a book War Comes to Long An War Comes to Long An War Comes to Long An War Comes to Long An , first published , first published , first published , first published 

in 1972.  a revised and expanded version was published in 2010. in 1972.  a revised and expanded version was published in 2010. in 1972.  a revised and expanded version was published in 2010. in 1972.  a revised and expanded version was published in 2010. 

It's been continuously in print for 40 years and is widely It's been continuously in print for 40 years and is widely It's been continuously in print for 40 years and is widely It's been continuously in print for 40 years and is widely 

assigned in senior service schools to explain why the war endedassigned in senior service schools to explain why the war endedassigned in senior service schools to explain why the war endedassigned in senior service schools to explain why the war ended

so badly for the United States.so badly for the United States.so badly for the United States.so badly for the United States.

I'm here because I wrote that book.I'm here because I wrote that book.I'm here because I wrote that book.I'm here because I wrote that book.

It establishes what you do to win such a war, and what you doIt establishes what you do to win such a war, and what you doIt establishes what you do to win such a war, and what you doIt establishes what you do to win such a war, and what you do

to lose.to lose.to lose.to lose.

Amazon has put it up on their reading list of military theoryAmazon has put it up on their reading list of military theoryAmazon has put it up on their reading list of military theoryAmazon has put it up on their reading list of military theory

classics, along with the works of Sun Tzu, Thucydides, and Mao classics, along with the works of Sun Tzu, Thucydides, and Mao classics, along with the works of Sun Tzu, Thucydides, and Mao classics, along with the works of Sun Tzu, Thucydides, and Mao 

Tse-tung.  Tse-tung.  Tse-tung.  Tse-tung.  

The book has led to a lot of innovative ideas, and even to a book The book has led to a lot of innovative ideas, and even to a book The book has led to a lot of innovative ideas, and even to a book The book has led to a lot of innovative ideas, and even to a book 

on Afghanistan just being published this week titled on Afghanistan just being published this week titled on Afghanistan just being published this week titled on Afghanistan just being published this week titled War Comes War Comes War Comes War Comes 

to Garmserto Garmserto Garmserto Garmser, based on , based on , based on , based on War Comes to Long anWar Comes to Long anWar Comes to Long anWar Comes to Long an. . . . 

[IMAGE 2][IMAGE 2][IMAGE 2][IMAGE 2]

So in short, I've thought deeply about the meaning of the VietnamSo in short, I've thought deeply about the meaning of the VietnamSo in short, I've thought deeply about the meaning of the VietnamSo in short, I've thought deeply about the meaning of the Vietnam

War.War.War.War.

And now I will share these thoughts with you.And now I will share these thoughts with you.And now I will share these thoughts with you.And now I will share these thoughts with you.

[pause][pause][pause][pause]

The Vietnam war was a tragedy for all involved but even so we The Vietnam war was a tragedy for all involved but even so we The Vietnam war was a tragedy for all involved but even so we The Vietnam war was a tragedy for all involved but even so we 

can glean some good from it.    can glean some good from it.    can glean some good from it.    can glean some good from it.    

I believe that the war's outcome was an early warning, if oneI believe that the war's outcome was an early warning, if oneI believe that the war's outcome was an early warning, if oneI believe that the war's outcome was an early warning, if one

paid attention, that all was not well with America's policy paid attention, that all was not well with America's policy paid attention, that all was not well with America's policy paid attention, that all was not well with America's policy 

processes.processes.processes.processes.



After writing my book I moved on to other things since I thoughtAfter writing my book I moved on to other things since I thoughtAfter writing my book I moved on to other things since I thoughtAfter writing my book I moved on to other things since I thought

that we Americans would never again experience such an adversethat we Americans would never again experience such an adversethat we Americans would never again experience such an adversethat we Americans would never again experience such an adverse

situation of our own making, because the structure and innersituation of our own making, because the structure and innersituation of our own making, because the structure and innersituation of our own making, because the structure and inner

workings of the problem were now so clear.    workings of the problem were now so clear.    workings of the problem were now so clear.    workings of the problem were now so clear.    

I thought the difficulties arose partly because we had too few I thought the difficulties arose partly because we had too few I thought the difficulties arose partly because we had too few I thought the difficulties arose partly because we had too few 

people like myself fluent in Vietnamese, and too few experts,people like myself fluent in Vietnamese, and too few experts,people like myself fluent in Vietnamese, and too few experts,people like myself fluent in Vietnamese, and too few experts,

with too little access to the busy people at the top.  with too little access to the busy people at the top.  with too little access to the busy people at the top.  with too little access to the busy people at the top.  

"If only the Czar knew" I thought."If only the Czar knew" I thought."If only the Czar knew" I thought."If only the Czar knew" I thought.

But as the years have passed I have noticed, as have others, But as the years have passed I have noticed, as have others, But as the years have passed I have noticed, as have others, But as the years have passed I have noticed, as have others, 

that the disasters just keep coming, and not only in thethat the disasters just keep coming, and not only in thethat the disasters just keep coming, and not only in thethat the disasters just keep coming, and not only in the

national security arena. The 2008 financial crisis is annational security arena. The 2008 financial crisis is annational security arena. The 2008 financial crisis is annational security arena. The 2008 financial crisis is an

example in another domain of american life.example in another domain of american life.example in another domain of american life.example in another domain of american life.

As I thought about this I noticed some striking oddities.As I thought about this I noticed some striking oddities.As I thought about this I noticed some striking oddities.As I thought about this I noticed some striking oddities.

First is that those making the decisions leading to theseFirst is that those making the decisions leading to theseFirst is that those making the decisions leading to theseFirst is that those making the decisions leading to these

disasters are exceedingly smart people,  credentialled from disasters are exceedingly smart people,  credentialled from disasters are exceedingly smart people,  credentialled from disasters are exceedingly smart people,  credentialled from 

excellent schools. including, unfortunately, my own. excellent schools. including, unfortunately, my own. excellent schools. including, unfortunately, my own. excellent schools. including, unfortunately, my own. 

Second, they have excellent staffs and generous information-Second, they have excellent staffs and generous information-Second, they have excellent staffs and generous information-Second, they have excellent staffs and generous information-

gathering budgets.  They lack no information to make soundgathering budgets.  They lack no information to make soundgathering budgets.  They lack no information to make soundgathering budgets.  They lack no information to make sound

decisionsdecisionsdecisionsdecisions

Third, the adverse outcomes are regularly predicted.Third, the adverse outcomes are regularly predicted.Third, the adverse outcomes are regularly predicted.Third, the adverse outcomes are regularly predicted.

Fourth, those  making such predictions are usually dismissed as Fourth, those  making such predictions are usually dismissed as Fourth, those  making such predictions are usually dismissed as Fourth, those  making such predictions are usually dismissed as 

 - cranks, - cranks, - cranks, - cranks,

 - irresponsible, or - irresponsible, or - irresponsible, or - irresponsible, or

 - "outside the mainstream."    - "outside the mainstream."    - "outside the mainstream."    - "outside the mainstream."   

Sometimes they are vilified.Sometimes they are vilified.Sometimes they are vilified.Sometimes they are vilified.

[pause][pause][pause][pause]



WHAT IS GOING ON HERE?WHAT IS GOING ON HERE?WHAT IS GOING ON HERE?WHAT IS GOING ON HERE?

I consider the Vietnam War's outcome to have been an early I consider the Vietnam War's outcome to have been an early I consider the Vietnam War's outcome to have been an early I consider the Vietnam War's outcome to have been an early 

warning of some adverse trends.   warning of some adverse trends.   warning of some adverse trends.   warning of some adverse trends.   

But it was mostly understood as a time-bound and area-boundBut it was mostly understood as a time-bound and area-boundBut it was mostly understood as a time-bound and area-boundBut it was mostly understood as a time-bound and area-bound

problem, rather than as a leading indicator of larger changes.problem, rather than as a leading indicator of larger changes.problem, rather than as a leading indicator of larger changes.problem, rather than as a leading indicator of larger changes.

What larger changes?What larger changes?What larger changes?What larger changes?

First is a clear decline in the conception and execution ofFirst is a clear decline in the conception and execution ofFirst is a clear decline in the conception and execution ofFirst is a clear decline in the conception and execution of

America's foreign involvementsAmerica's foreign involvementsAmerica's foreign involvementsAmerica's foreign involvements

I point you to a study John Caldwell is now preparing forI point you to a study John Caldwell is now preparing forI point you to a study John Caldwell is now preparing forI point you to a study John Caldwell is now preparing for

publication. publication. publication. publication. 

He is a gold-card member of the defense establishment, havingHe is a gold-card member of the defense establishment, havingHe is a gold-card member of the defense establishment, havingHe is a gold-card member of the defense establishment, having

just retired from the Northrup-Grumman corporation.just retired from the Northrup-Grumman corporation.just retired from the Northrup-Grumman corporation.just retired from the Northrup-Grumman corporation.

I came to know him when we both worked for the Advanced ResearchI came to know him when we both worked for the Advanced ResearchI came to know him when we both worked for the Advanced ResearchI came to know him when we both worked for the Advanced Research

Projects Agency of the Department of Defense in Bangkok in 1968.Projects Agency of the Department of Defense in Bangkok in 1968.Projects Agency of the Department of Defense in Bangkok in 1968.Projects Agency of the Department of Defense in Bangkok in 1968.

He's a keen student of military history and has spent a decadeHe's a keen student of military history and has spent a decadeHe's a keen student of military history and has spent a decadeHe's a keen student of military history and has spent a decade

preparing an extremely detailed analysis of factors leading topreparing an extremely detailed analysis of factors leading topreparing an extremely detailed analysis of factors leading topreparing an extremely detailed analysis of factors leading to

differences in the outcomes of 4-1/2 different conflicts. differences in the outcomes of 4-1/2 different conflicts. differences in the outcomes of 4-1/2 different conflicts. differences in the outcomes of 4-1/2 different conflicts. 

(Afghanistan is the "half.")(Afghanistan is the "half.")(Afghanistan is the "half.")(Afghanistan is the "half.")

(IMAGES 3-4)(IMAGES 3-4)(IMAGES 3-4)(IMAGES 3-4)

He establishes metrics for competency in various components ofHe establishes metrics for competency in various components ofHe establishes metrics for competency in various components ofHe establishes metrics for competency in various components of

the efforts, both military and civil.the efforts, both military and civil.the efforts, both military and civil.the efforts, both military and civil.

He grades the conflicts on these metricsHe grades the conflicts on these metricsHe grades the conflicts on these metricsHe grades the conflicts on these metrics

The matrix shown colorcodes the results of the gradingThe matrix shown colorcodes the results of the gradingThe matrix shown colorcodes the results of the gradingThe matrix shown colorcodes the results of the grading

You can see that performance is substantially declining by You can see that performance is substantially declining by You can see that performance is substantially declining by You can see that performance is substantially declining by 

objective criteria compared to the World War II baseline.objective criteria compared to the World War II baseline.objective criteria compared to the World War II baseline.objective criteria compared to the World War II baseline.



This is very disturbing to him, and to me.This is very disturbing to him, and to me.This is very disturbing to him, and to me.This is very disturbing to him, and to me.

It has nothing to do with Republicans or Democrats but reflectsIt has nothing to do with Republicans or Democrats but reflectsIt has nothing to do with Republicans or Democrats but reflectsIt has nothing to do with Republicans or Democrats but reflects

the level of competence of Americans as a people and as a nation the level of competence of Americans as a people and as a nation the level of competence of Americans as a people and as a nation the level of competence of Americans as a people and as a nation 

Second, consider education.Second, consider education.Second, consider education.Second, consider education.

We talk about developing countries and "new nations"We talk about developing countries and "new nations"We talk about developing countries and "new nations"We talk about developing countries and "new nations"

In 1776 America was the very first "new nation" when we went ourIn 1776 America was the very first "new nation" when we went ourIn 1776 America was the very first "new nation" when we went ourIn 1776 America was the very first "new nation" when we went our

own way from England.own way from England.own way from England.own way from England.

We were the first country to introduce universal public education.We were the first country to introduce universal public education.We were the first country to introduce universal public education.We were the first country to introduce universal public education.

The first free public library was in Boston.The first free public library was in Boston.The first free public library was in Boston.The first free public library was in Boston.

America's educational system was once the best in the world, andAmerica's educational system was once the best in the world, andAmerica's educational system was once the best in the world, andAmerica's educational system was once the best in the world, and

it was critical to achieving our position of world preeminence.it was critical to achieving our position of world preeminence.it was critical to achieving our position of world preeminence.it was critical to achieving our position of world preeminence.

Now it's just average, as measured by the "Program inNow it's just average, as measured by the "Program inNow it's just average, as measured by the "Program inNow it's just average, as measured by the "Program in

International Student Assessment."  Google on 'PISA' to learn International Student Assessment."  Google on 'PISA' to learn International Student Assessment."  Google on 'PISA' to learn International Student Assessment."  Google on 'PISA' to learn 

more about this.  more about this.  more about this.  more about this.  

Some simple examples: the broken English you hear by native Some simple examples: the broken English you hear by native Some simple examples: the broken English you hear by native Some simple examples: the broken English you hear by native 

speakers on national TV or read even in the New York speakers on national TV or read even in the New York speakers on national TV or read even in the New York speakers on national TV or read even in the New York TimesTimesTimesTimes....

Weekly I send one or two private rants to the authors of articlesWeekly I send one or two private rants to the authors of articlesWeekly I send one or two private rants to the authors of articlesWeekly I send one or two private rants to the authors of articles

at the at the at the at the Times Times Times Times or at other publications where the writers ought toor at other publications where the writers ought toor at other publications where the writers ought toor at other publications where the writers ought to

know  better.  Sometimes they ignore me, sometimes they apologizeknow  better.  Sometimes they ignore me, sometimes they apologizeknow  better.  Sometimes they ignore me, sometimes they apologizeknow  better.  Sometimes they ignore me, sometimes they apologize

for a slip.for a slip.for a slip.for a slip.

Sometimes they write back "What was wrong with that sentence?"Sometimes they write back "What was wrong with that sentence?"Sometimes they write back "What was wrong with that sentence?"Sometimes they write back "What was wrong with that sentence?"

Once I suggested to a senior staffer at the Boston Once I suggested to a senior staffer at the Boston Once I suggested to a senior staffer at the Boston Once I suggested to a senior staffer at the Boston Globe Globe Globe Globe that thethat thethat thethat the

paper should send such authors to a remedial English course.  Shepaper should send such authors to a remedial English course.  Shepaper should send such authors to a remedial English course.  Shepaper should send such authors to a remedial English course.  She

replied that there was not sufficient space in the class for allreplied that there was not sufficient space in the class for allreplied that there was not sufficient space in the class for allreplied that there was not sufficient space in the class for all

those who needed remedial training.  Boston, mind you!those who needed remedial training.  Boston, mind you!those who needed remedial training.  Boston, mind you!those who needed remedial training.  Boston, mind you!



This is alarming.  This is alarming.  This is alarming.  This is alarming.  

It results from the policy decision no longer to teach English It results from the policy decision no longer to teach English It results from the policy decision no longer to teach English It results from the policy decision no longer to teach English 

grammar in  American public schools, relying instead on learning grammar in  American public schools, relying instead on learning grammar in  American public schools, relying instead on learning grammar in  American public schools, relying instead on learning 

theory that one can effortlessly absorb proper forms by watching theory that one can effortlessly absorb proper forms by watching theory that one can effortlessly absorb proper forms by watching theory that one can effortlessly absorb proper forms by watching 

television or reading the newspapers.   television or reading the newspapers.   television or reading the newspapers.   television or reading the newspapers.   

In a completely different domain: In a completely different domain: In a completely different domain: In a completely different domain: 

Our periodic financial crises are growing ever more serious.  Our periodic financial crises are growing ever more serious.  Our periodic financial crises are growing ever more serious.  Our periodic financial crises are growing ever more serious.  

And worse is coming.And worse is coming.And worse is coming.And worse is coming.

Any one of these deteriorating trends would fill many evenings Any one of these deteriorating trends would fill many evenings Any one of these deteriorating trends would fill many evenings Any one of these deteriorating trends would fill many evenings 

of discussion.of discussion.of discussion.of discussion.

I just put them to you here and ask to elaborate a bit on howI just put them to you here and ask to elaborate a bit on howI just put them to you here and ask to elaborate a bit on howI just put them to you here and ask to elaborate a bit on how

we might respondwe might respondwe might respondwe might respond

[pause][pause][pause][pause]

SOME ALTERNATIVES TO PONDERSOME ALTERNATIVES TO PONDERSOME ALTERNATIVES TO PONDERSOME ALTERNATIVES TO PONDER

I reemphasize: the following is unrelated to the politics of I reemphasize: the following is unrelated to the politics of I reemphasize: the following is unrelated to the politics of I reemphasize: the following is unrelated to the politics of 

those involved.those involved.those involved.those involved.

It relates instead to our level of competence as a people and asIt relates instead to our level of competence as a people and asIt relates instead to our level of competence as a people and asIt relates instead to our level of competence as a people and as

a nation.a nation.a nation.a nation.

[ONE][ONE][ONE][ONE]

The decision-makers in these cases did not lack information orThe decision-makers in these cases did not lack information orThe decision-makers in these cases did not lack information orThe decision-makers in these cases did not lack information or

processes to deal with the information.  They lacked wisdom,processes to deal with the information.  They lacked wisdom,processes to deal with the information.  They lacked wisdom,processes to deal with the information.  They lacked wisdom,

What is wisdom in this context?What is wisdom in this context?What is wisdom in this context?What is wisdom in this context?



Wisdom is a profound understanding of Wisdom is a profound understanding of Wisdom is a profound understanding of Wisdom is a profound understanding of 

 - how humans relate to one another - how humans relate to one another - how humans relate to one another - how humans relate to one another

andandandand

    

 - why they behave as they do - why they behave as they do - why they behave as they do - why they behave as they do

Much of our effort in Vietnam, and many of our hopes for Much of our effort in Vietnam, and many of our hopes for Much of our effort in Vietnam, and many of our hopes for Much of our effort in Vietnam, and many of our hopes for 

success, were based on the idea that revolt grew out of poverty.success, were based on the idea that revolt grew out of poverty.success, were based on the idea that revolt grew out of poverty.success, were based on the idea that revolt grew out of poverty.

This idea continues in our efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan.This idea continues in our efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan.This idea continues in our efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan.This idea continues in our efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan.

The idea is completely false.The idea is completely false.The idea is completely false.The idea is completely false.

[two][two][two][two]

This unwisdom condemns us to inadequacy in the face of our This unwisdom condemns us to inadequacy in the face of our This unwisdom condemns us to inadequacy in the face of our This unwisdom condemns us to inadequacy in the face of our 

challenges.  challenges.  challenges.  challenges.  

If you want substantially more competent decisions, you must If you want substantially more competent decisions, you must If you want substantially more competent decisions, you must If you want substantially more competent decisions, you must 

invest substantially more in competency.    invest substantially more in competency.    invest substantially more in competency.    invest substantially more in competency.    

That means you must  divert resources from their present useThat means you must  divert resources from their present useThat means you must  divert resources from their present useThat means you must  divert resources from their present use

-- not marginally but -- not marginally but -- not marginally but -- not marginally but substantiallysubstantiallysubstantiallysubstantially.   .   .   .   

That means that Americans must stop doing many things they'reThat means that Americans must stop doing many things they'reThat means that Americans must stop doing many things they'reThat means that Americans must stop doing many things they're

now doing and start doing many different things.now doing and start doing many different things.now doing and start doing many different things.now doing and start doing many different things.

There's plenty of scope for this. There's plenty of scope for this. There's plenty of scope for this. There's plenty of scope for this. 

American life is filled with frivolities to abandon. American life is filled with frivolities to abandon. American life is filled with frivolities to abandon. American life is filled with frivolities to abandon. 

        

Americans really have to change the way they live to rise toAmericans really have to change the way they live to rise toAmericans really have to change the way they live to rise toAmericans really have to change the way they live to rise to

the level of the challenges they are coming to face. the level of the challenges they are coming to face. the level of the challenges they are coming to face. the level of the challenges they are coming to face. 

We have done it historically.   We have done it historically.   We have done it historically.   We have done it historically.   

        



Remember, we reached our past great achievements when we wereRemember, we reached our past great achievements when we wereRemember, we reached our past great achievements when we wereRemember, we reached our past great achievements when we were

a much poorer country.a much poorer country.a much poorer country.a much poorer country.

But who is calling for us to do this today?But who is calling for us to do this today?But who is calling for us to do this today?But who is calling for us to do this today?

From whom do we hear a call to greatness, who plainly saysFrom whom do we hear a call to greatness, who plainly saysFrom whom do we hear a call to greatness, who plainly saysFrom whom do we hear a call to greatness, who plainly says

"we must substantially change some aspects of our lives"?"we must substantially change some aspects of our lives"?"we must substantially change some aspects of our lives"?"we must substantially change some aspects of our lives"?

[three][three][three][three]

Another pointAnother pointAnother pointAnother point

A generous spirit and a mind open to alternatives areA generous spirit and a mind open to alternatives areA generous spirit and a mind open to alternatives areA generous spirit and a mind open to alternatives are

essential for success.   You need good personal relations.   essential for success.   You need good personal relations.   essential for success.   You need good personal relations.   essential for success.   You need good personal relations.   

Currently there is a fashion in public discourse of enmity, Currently there is a fashion in public discourse of enmity, Currently there is a fashion in public discourse of enmity, Currently there is a fashion in public discourse of enmity, 

of personal attacks, of impugning the virtue of those who of personal attacks, of impugning the virtue of those who of personal attacks, of impugning the virtue of those who of personal attacks, of impugning the virtue of those who 

think differentlythink differentlythink differentlythink differently

All these behaviors impede communication and understanding.   All these behaviors impede communication and understanding.   All these behaviors impede communication and understanding.   All these behaviors impede communication and understanding.   

Smart people with contrary views have good reasons to think Smart people with contrary views have good reasons to think Smart people with contrary views have good reasons to think Smart people with contrary views have good reasons to think 

as they do.   Even if you don't follow their proposals, as they do.   Even if you don't follow their proposals, as they do.   Even if you don't follow their proposals, as they do.   Even if you don't follow their proposals, 

spinning out their reasoning can clarify your own, spinning out their reasoning can clarify your own, spinning out their reasoning can clarify your own, spinning out their reasoning can clarify your own, 

Don't diss them or dismiss them.  Don't diss them or dismiss them.  Don't diss them or dismiss them.  Don't diss them or dismiss them.  

This is widely violated now in America's public life.  This is widely violated now in America's public life.  This is widely violated now in America's public life.  This is widely violated now in America's public life.  

We are weaker for it both in our understanding  and in our We are weaker for it both in our understanding  and in our We are weaker for it both in our understanding  and in our We are weaker for it both in our understanding  and in our 

national unity in the face of serious external challenges.national unity in the face of serious external challenges.national unity in the face of serious external challenges.national unity in the face of serious external challenges.

Consider the examples of Daniel Ellsberg and of Noam Chomsky,Consider the examples of Daniel Ellsberg and of Noam Chomsky,Consider the examples of Daniel Ellsberg and of Noam Chomsky,Consider the examples of Daniel Ellsberg and of Noam Chomsky,

both of whom I know professionally and personally.both of whom I know professionally and personally.both of whom I know professionally and personally.both of whom I know professionally and personally.

Both are extremely smart.   Some of their ideas were or areBoth are extremely smart.   Some of their ideas were or areBoth are extremely smart.   Some of their ideas were or areBoth are extremely smart.   Some of their ideas were or are

excellent. But those useful bits are lost in personalexcellent. But those useful bits are lost in personalexcellent. But those useful bits are lost in personalexcellent. But those useful bits are lost in personal

vilificationvilificationvilificationvilification



[four][four][four][four]

Another pointAnother pointAnother pointAnother point

Act only on the foundation of evidence-based relationships.Act only on the foundation of evidence-based relationships.Act only on the foundation of evidence-based relationships.Act only on the foundation of evidence-based relationships.

The jargon term is "input/output structure" of the "blackThe jargon term is "input/output structure" of the "blackThe jargon term is "input/output structure" of the "blackThe jargon term is "input/output structure" of the "black

box" simulating some target problem or situation.box" simulating some target problem or situation.box" simulating some target problem or situation.box" simulating some target problem or situation.

Scientific study of evidence tells you the I/O patterns.  You Scientific study of evidence tells you the I/O patterns.  You Scientific study of evidence tells you the I/O patterns.  You Scientific study of evidence tells you the I/O patterns.  You 

know what dials to turn on the left side of the box to causeknow what dials to turn on the left side of the box to causeknow what dials to turn on the left side of the box to causeknow what dials to turn on the left side of the box to cause

the lights to flash on its right side.the lights to flash on its right side.the lights to flash on its right side.the lights to flash on its right side.

Violating these precepts in the Vietnam and Afghan cases dashedViolating these precepts in the Vietnam and Afghan cases dashedViolating these precepts in the Vietnam and Afghan cases dashedViolating these precepts in the Vietnam and Afghan cases dashed

hopes and wasted enormous resources, from a failed understandinghopes and wasted enormous resources, from a failed understandinghopes and wasted enormous resources, from a failed understandinghopes and wasted enormous resources, from a failed understanding

of human motivationof human motivationof human motivationof human motivation

Or consider the history of Afghan tribal society:Or consider the history of Afghan tribal society:Or consider the history of Afghan tribal society:Or consider the history of Afghan tribal society:

The ways people behave toward one another in personal and The ways people behave toward one another in personal and The ways people behave toward one another in personal and The ways people behave toward one another in personal and 

political relationships differ dramatically from ours andpolitical relationships differ dramatically from ours andpolitical relationships differ dramatically from ours andpolitical relationships differ dramatically from ours and

from what has made possible our traditions of public lifefrom what has made possible our traditions of public lifefrom what has made possible our traditions of public lifefrom what has made possible our traditions of public life

It's been that way since before the time of Alexander the Great.It's been that way since before the time of Alexander the Great.It's been that way since before the time of Alexander the Great.It's been that way since before the time of Alexander the Great.

That's almost two and one-half thousand years.That's almost two and one-half thousand years.That's almost two and one-half thousand years.That's almost two and one-half thousand years.

The idea that America could somehow intervene militarily and The idea that America could somehow intervene militarily and The idea that America could somehow intervene militarily and The idea that America could somehow intervene militarily and 

economically to change those behaviors significantly within teneconomically to change those behaviors significantly within teneconomically to change those behaviors significantly within teneconomically to change those behaviors significantly within ten

years wasyears wasyears wasyears was    preposterous on its facepreposterous on its facepreposterous on its facepreposterous on its face....

And yet smart people chose that path.And yet smart people chose that path.And yet smart people chose that path.And yet smart people chose that path.

If one had two rules in policy-making If one had two rules in policy-making If one had two rules in policy-making If one had two rules in policy-making 

"act only on evidence""act only on evidence""act only on evidence""act only on evidence"

"if you're not SURE of this, at least do no harm""if you're not SURE of this, at least do no harm""if you're not SURE of this, at least do no harm""if you're not SURE of this, at least do no harm"

then we wouldn't have these disasters.then we wouldn't have these disasters.then we wouldn't have these disasters.then we wouldn't have these disasters.



This is not to say that nothing can or should be done.   It's This is not to say that nothing can or should be done.   It's This is not to say that nothing can or should be done.   It's This is not to say that nothing can or should be done.   It's 

rather a filter to do nothing stupid.rather a filter to do nothing stupid.rather a filter to do nothing stupid.rather a filter to do nothing stupid.

These rules exist in medicine and are being applied ever moreThese rules exist in medicine and are being applied ever moreThese rules exist in medicine and are being applied ever moreThese rules exist in medicine and are being applied ever more

stringently.   You may want to look at the work of Dr. Atul stringently.   You may want to look at the work of Dr. Atul stringently.   You may want to look at the work of Dr. Atul stringently.   You may want to look at the work of Dr. Atul 

Gawande to see how it's done with startling results.        Gawande to see how it's done with startling results.        Gawande to see how it's done with startling results.        Gawande to see how it's done with startling results.        

But these rules aren't enforced, But these rules aren't enforced, But these rules aren't enforced, But these rules aren't enforced, in fact are not even knownin fact are not even knownin fact are not even knownin fact are not even known, , , , 

in Washington policy-making. in Washington policy-making. in Washington policy-making. in Washington policy-making. 

That's why the disasters keep coming.That's why the disasters keep coming.That's why the disasters keep coming.That's why the disasters keep coming.

                        

[IMAGE 5][IMAGE 5][IMAGE 5][IMAGE 5]

My current book will in due course be published under the My current book will in due course be published under the My current book will in due course be published under the My current book will in due course be published under the 

title title title title The Bonfire of the VeritiesThe Bonfire of the VeritiesThe Bonfire of the VeritiesThe Bonfire of the Verities. . . . 

I call them  'verities' because that's what they are.  I call them  'verities' because that's what they are.  I call them  'verities' because that's what they are.  I call them  'verities' because that's what they are.  

Punctiliously following some ten simple rules will avert thePunctiliously following some ten simple rules will avert thePunctiliously following some ten simple rules will avert thePunctiliously following some ten simple rules will avert the

disasters.   disasters.   disasters.   disasters.   

They were not followed in Vietnam, that lesson was not learned, They were not followed in Vietnam, that lesson was not learned, They were not followed in Vietnam, that lesson was not learned, They were not followed in Vietnam, that lesson was not learned, 

and they are not being followed now.  and they are not being followed now.  and they are not being followed now.  and they are not being followed now.  

Vietnam was a warning, which we failed to heed.Vietnam was a warning, which we failed to heed.Vietnam was a warning, which we failed to heed.Vietnam was a warning, which we failed to heed.

[pause][pause][pause][pause]

so in conclusion:so in conclusion:so in conclusion:so in conclusion:

These bad things keep happening to us but they are not random.  These bad things keep happening to us but they are not random.  These bad things keep happening to us but they are not random.  These bad things keep happening to us but they are not random.  

These events have causes.   These events have causes.   These events have causes.   These events have causes.   

The evidence is plain that the quality of our national decision-The evidence is plain that the quality of our national decision-The evidence is plain that the quality of our national decision-The evidence is plain that the quality of our national decision-

making is inadequate.   making is inadequate.   making is inadequate.   making is inadequate.   



The only answer is in fact the wisdom that America offered toThe only answer is in fact the wisdom that America offered toThe only answer is in fact the wisdom that America offered toThe only answer is in fact the wisdom that America offered to

the world more than two centuries ago: an informed and active the world more than two centuries ago: an informed and active the world more than two centuries ago: an informed and active the world more than two centuries ago: an informed and active 

citizenry demanding and enforcing high standards on its leaders.   citizenry demanding and enforcing high standards on its leaders.   citizenry demanding and enforcing high standards on its leaders.   citizenry demanding and enforcing high standards on its leaders.   

But we have frankly become lazy, like the rich man's son.  This But we have frankly become lazy, like the rich man's son.  This But we have frankly become lazy, like the rich man's son.  This But we have frankly become lazy, like the rich man's son.  This 

accounts for the types of deterioration I just mentioned.  accounts for the types of deterioration I just mentioned.  accounts for the types of deterioration I just mentioned.  accounts for the types of deterioration I just mentioned.  

As a people we have diverted too much attention to amusements,As a people we have diverted too much attention to amusements,As a people we have diverted too much attention to amusements,As a people we have diverted too much attention to amusements,

and to entertainments, and to frivolities and to trivialities.and to entertainments, and to frivolities and to trivialities.and to entertainments, and to frivolities and to trivialities.and to entertainments, and to frivolities and to trivialities.

You can live that kind of life if you are a declining or fallenYou can live that kind of life if you are a declining or fallenYou can live that kind of life if you are a declining or fallenYou can live that kind of life if you are a declining or fallen

European state.    Think Austria, with its beautiful palaces, European state.    Think Austria, with its beautiful palaces, European state.    Think Austria, with its beautiful palaces, European state.    Think Austria, with its beautiful palaces, 

wonderful music, and plenty of good food and entertainment.wonderful music, and plenty of good food and entertainment.wonderful music, and plenty of good food and entertainment.wonderful music, and plenty of good food and entertainment.

But you can't do it if you want to maintain your greatness whenBut you can't do it if you want to maintain your greatness whenBut you can't do it if you want to maintain your greatness whenBut you can't do it if you want to maintain your greatness when

confronted with the competition we face.confronted with the competition we face.confronted with the competition we face.confronted with the competition we face.

I've lived in Asia for 45 years.   I've raised three girls there,I've lived in Asia for 45 years.   I've raised three girls there,I've lived in Asia for 45 years.   I've raised three girls there,I've lived in Asia for 45 years.   I've raised three girls there,

who all came to college in America.  In her own words each onewho all came to college in America.  In her own words each onewho all came to college in America.  In her own words each onewho all came to college in America.  In her own words each one

told me "Daddy, I'm so glad I grew up in Asia.   It's so easy told me "Daddy, I'm so glad I grew up in Asia.   It's so easy told me "Daddy, I'm so glad I grew up in Asia.   It's so easy told me "Daddy, I'm so glad I grew up in Asia.   It's so easy 

for me in America."for me in America."for me in America."for me in America."

When I heard them say that, I was glad for my girls.   When I heard them say that, I was glad for my girls.   When I heard them say that, I was glad for my girls.   When I heard them say that, I was glad for my girls.   

But I fear for America.But I fear for America.But I fear for America.But I fear for America.

We can individually and collectively choose to return to We can individually and collectively choose to return to We can individually and collectively choose to return to We can individually and collectively choose to return to 

previous levels of performance.previous levels of performance.previous levels of performance.previous levels of performance.

I'm hard at work on my own project to contribute to this.  I'm hard at work on my own project to contribute to this.  I'm hard at work on my own project to contribute to this.  I'm hard at work on my own project to contribute to this.  

And we have a small group who have some ideas for collective And we have a small group who have some ideas for collective And we have a small group who have some ideas for collective And we have a small group who have some ideas for collective 

action.action.action.action.

Those interested may view periodic updates at Those interested may view periodic updates at Those interested may view periodic updates at Those interested may view periodic updates at 

  <http://www.jeffreyrace.com>  <http://www.jeffreyrace.com>  <http://www.jeffreyrace.com>  <http://www.jeffreyrace.com>



I thank you all for your attention, and hope I have givenI thank you all for your attention, and hope I have givenI thank you all for your attention, and hope I have givenI thank you all for your attention, and hope I have given

you some thoughts to take home from this evening's splendid you some thoughts to take home from this evening's splendid you some thoughts to take home from this evening's splendid you some thoughts to take home from this evening's splendid 

meal together.meal together.meal together.meal together.
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